Abstract. One way to design a local search algorithm that is effective on many types of instances is allowing this algorithm to switch among heuristics. In this paper, we refer to the way in which non-weighting algorithm adaptG 2 W SAT + selects a variable to flip, as heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT +, the way in which clause weighting algorithm RSAP S selects a variable to flip, as heuristic RSAP S, and the way in which variable weighting algorithm V W selects a variable to flip, as heuristic V W . We propose a new switching criterion: the evenness or unevenness of the distribution of clause weights. We apply this criterion, along with another switching criterion previously proposed, to heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT +, heuristic RSAP S, and heuristic V W . The resulting local search algorithm, which adaptively switches among these three heuristics in every search step according to these two criteria to intensify or diversify the search when necessary, is called N CV W (Non-, Clause, and Variable Weighting). Experimental results show that N CV W is generally effective on a wide range of instances while adaptG 2 W SAT +, RSAP S, V W , and gN ovelty+ and adaptG 2 W SAT 0, which won the gold and silver medals in the satisfiable random category in the SAT 2007 competition, respectively, are not.
Introduction
Intensification refers to search strategies that intend to greedily improve solution quality or the chances of finding a solution in the near future [5] . Diversification refers to search strategies that help achieve a reasonable coverage when exploring the search space in order to avoid search stagnation and entrapment in relatively confined regions of the search space that may contain only locally optimal solutions [5] . Generally speaking, there are three classes of local search algorithm: non-weighting, clause weighting, and variable weighting. A non-weighting algorithm does not use any weighting and mainly
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focuses on intensifying the search to greatly decrease the number of unsatisfied clauses. A clause weighting algorithm uses clause weighting to diversify the search while a variable weighting algorithm uses variable weighting to diversify the search.
Efforts have been made to develop non-weighting local search algorithms [14, 3, 9, 10, 8, 15] . Among these algorithms, adaptG 2 W SAT P [9] , the improved adaptG 2 W SAT P [10] , adaptG 2 W SAT 0 [8] , and adaptG 2 W SAT + [15] combine the use of promising decreasing variables defined in [7] with the adaptive noise mechanism proposed in [4] . According to the definition of promising decreasing variables, flipping such variables not only decreases the number of unsatisfied clauses but also probably allows local search to explore new promising regions in the search space.
Clause weighting has been used in local search algorithms to help the search escape from local minima and diversify the search [11, 6, 12] . These algorithms include Breakout [11] , SAP S (Scaling And Probabilistic Smoothing) [6] , RSAP S (Reactive SAPS) [6] , and gN ovelty+ [12] . Of these algorithms, gN ovelty+ combines the use of promising decreasing variables and clause weighting techniques. Rather than using clause weighting, the local search algorithm V W [13] employs variable weighting to diversify the search and guide local search out of local minima.
However, each single local search heuristic is usually ineffective on many types of instances, since the performance of a heuristic depends on the properties of the search space and the search spaces of different types of instances have different properties. One way to design a local search algorithm that is effective on many types of instances is allowing this algorithm to switch among heuristics in order to adapt to search spaces with different properties.
Several local search algorithms switch between two heuristics [2, 16] . U nitW alk 0.98 [2] is improved by alternating between W alkSAT -like and U nitW alk-like fragments of the random walk. Hybrid [16] switches between heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT P and heuristic V W according to the evenness or non-evenness of the distribution of variable weights. 3 Nevertheless, our experimental results show that the performance of Hybrid is poor on some instances for which a local search algorithm may result in imbalanced clause weights, and that the performance of clause weighting algorithm RSAP S [6] is poor on some instances for which a local search algorithm may result in balanced clause weights. In this paper, we propose a new switching criterion: the evenness or unevenness of the distribution of clause weights. We refer to the ways in which non-weighting algorithm adaptG 2 W SAT + [15] , clause weighting algorithm RSAP S, and variable weighting algorithm V W [13] select a variable to flip, as heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT +, heuristic RSAP S, and heuristic V W , respectively. We apply this switching criterion together with another switching criterion, namely the evenness or non-evenness of the distribution of variable weights proposed in [16] , to heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT +, 3 The ways in which algorithms adaptG 2 W SATP [9] and V W [13] select a variable to flip, are referred to as heuristic adaptG 2 W SATP and heuristic V W , respectively [16] .
heuristic RSAP S, and heuristic V W . The resulting local search algorithm, which adaptively switches among these three heuristics in every search step according to these two criteria to intensify or diversify the search when necessary, is called N CV W (Non-, Clause, and Variable Weighting). Given a set of instances and a fixed cutoff for each instance, if an algorithm achieves a success rate greater than 50% for each instance, we say that this algorithm is generally effective on these instances. Our experimental results show that N CV W is generally effective on a wide range of instances while adaptG 2 W SAT +, RSAP S, V W , Hybrid, and gN ovelty+ and adaptG 2 W SAT 0, which won the gold and silver medals in the satisfiable random category in the SAT 2007 competition, 4 respectively, are not. Our work for N CV W provides a solution to the algorithm heuristic selection problem. Different approaches have been proposed for this problem. CBR (Case-Based Reasoning) was used to select a solution strategy for instances of a CP problem [1] . SAT zilla-07 [17] is a per-instance solver portfolio for SAT. This solver portfolio uses machine learning techniques to build an empirical hardness model that predicts an algorithm's runtime on a given instance based on the features of this instance and the past performance of this algorithm, and uses this model to choose among the constituent solvers of SAT zilla-07. N CV W is different from SAT zilla-07 in that N CV W chooses heuristics for an instance dynamically during the search while SAT zilla-07 first chooses an algorithm for an instance and then runs this algorithm on this instance.
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W SAT +, RSAP S, V W , and Hybrid
The local search algorithm adaptG 2 W SAT + [15] combines the use of promising decreasing variables [7] and the adaptive noise mechanism [4] . As a result, noise p in this algorithm is adjusted during the search. Moreover, random walk probability wp is also adjusted and wp = p/10. This algorithm won the bronze medal in the satisfiable random category in the SAT 2007 competition. As presented in Section 1, we refer to the way in which algorithm adaptG 2 W SAT + selects a variable to flip, as heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT +. SAP S [6] scales the weights of unsatisfied clauses and smoothes the weights of all clauses probabilistically. It performs a greedy descent search in which a variable is selected at random to flip, from the variables that appear in unsatisfied clauses and that lead to the maximum reduction in the total weight of unsatisfied clauses when flipped. RSAP S [6] is a reactive version of SAP S that adaptively tunes smoothing parameter P smooth during the search. RSAP S has the other parameters α, ρ, and wp whose default values are (α, ρ, wp) = (1.3, 0.8, 0.01). As presented in Section 1, we refer to the way in which algorithm RSAP S selects a variable to flip, as heuristic RSAP S.
In V W [13] , the weight of a variable reflects both the number of flips of this variable and the times when this variable is flipped. This algorithm initializes the weight of a variable x, vw [x] , to 0 and updates and smoothes vw [x] each time x is flipped, using the following formula:
where s is a parameter and 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, and t denotes the time when x is flipped, i.e., t is the number of search steps since the start of the search. V W always flips a variable from a randomly selected unsatisfied clause c. If c contains freebie variables, 5 V W randomly flips one of them. Otherwise, with probability p (noise p), it flips a variable chosen randomly from c, and with probability 1 − p, it flips a variable in c according to a unique variable selection rule, which generally favors variables with relatively low variable weights. As presented in Section 1, we refer to the way in which algorithm V W selects a variable to flip, as heuristic V W .
A switching criterion, namely the evenness or non-evenness of the distribution of variable weights, was proposed in [16] . This evenness or non-evenness is defined in [16] as follows. Assume that γ is a number. If the maximum variable weight is at least γ times as high as the average variable weight, the distribution of variable weights is considered uneven, and the step is called an uneven step in terms of variable weights. Otherwise, the distribution of variable weights is considered even, and the step is called an even step in terms of variable weights. An uneven or an even distribution of variable weights is used as a means to determine whether a search is undiversified in a step in terms of variable weights.
Hybrid [16] switches between heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT P and heuristic V W according to the above switching criterion. More precisely, in each search step, Hybrid chooses a variable to flip according to heuristic V W if the distribution of variable weights is uneven, and selects a variable to flip according to heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT P otherwise. In Hybrid, the default value of parameter γ is 10.0. Hybrid updates variable weights using Formula 1, and parameter s in this formula is fixed to 0.0.
Motivation
The search space of a hard SAT instance for a local search algorithm generally has a large number of local minima in each of which flipping any variable cannot decrease the number of unsatisfied clauses. Each local minimum is characterized by a subset of unsatisfied clauses, which cannot be satisfied without unsatisfying other clauses. The unsatisfied clauses in a local minimum can be considered as having attractions to draw a local search towards this local minimum. Different clauses in a SAT instance can have very different attractions for a local search. A local search can be frequently drawn towards the same local minima by the same unsatisfied clauses with strong attractions.
In this case, the search is poorly diversified. Accordingly, clause weighting techniques are introduced to diversify this poorly diversified search.
Clause weighting in a local search algorithm has two purposes. The first one is to quantify the attraction of a clause for a local search. Different clause weights are defined to measure the attractions of clauses for local searches [11, 6] . The second one is to modify the objective function, which is usually the number of unsatisfied clauses, during the search by minimizing the total weight of unsatisfied clauses instead of the number of unsatisfied clauses. As a result, a clause weighting algorithm usually first satisfies clauses that have the largest attractions to diversify the search.
We hypothesize firstly that, without clause weighting techniques, Hybrid [16] exhibits good performance, usually when clause weights are generally balanced, i.e., usually when all clauses have roughly equal attractions for a local search towards local minima. We hypothesize secondly that, with clause weighting techniques, RSAP S [6] exhibits good performance, usually when clause weights are unbalanced. To empirically verify our hypotheses, we conduct experiments with Hybrid and RSAP S on two classes of representative instance, one of which leads to balanced clauses weights and the other of which leads to unbalanced clause weights.
In order to quantify the attraction of a clause towards a local minimum at a search point, we simply sum up the number of local minima, encountered so far, in which this clause is unsatisfied. In fact, these summations of the numbers of local minima are the clause weights defined in Breakout [11] . We refer to these clause weights as clause weights defined by Breakout. We calculate these clause weights in both Hybrid and RSAP S to make clause weights comparable for these two algorithms, although RSAP S has its own clause weighting techniques, which are more sophisticated. Note that the calculations of these clause weights in these two algorithms do not change the behavior of Hybrid or RSAP S in any way, i.e., these two algorithms do not consider the clause weights that we calculate, when choosing variables to flip.
We ran RSAP S and Hybrid on two classes of instance. 6 The source code of RSAP S was downloaded from http://www.satlib.org/ubcsat/. When experimenting with these algorithms, we do not change the ways in which these algorithms adaptively adjust their parameters and do not change the default values of their other parameters. One class includes the 5 structured instances par16-1, par16-2, par16-3, par16-4, and par16-5 in PARITY from the SATLIB repository, 7 and the other consists of the 5 structured instances f*3995, f*3997, f*3999, f*4001, and f*4003 in Ferry from the industrial category in the SAT 2005 competition benchmark. 8 Each algorithm is run 100 times (M axtries = 100). The cutoffs are set to 10 9 (M axsteps = 10 9 ) and 10
8
(M axsteps = 10 8 ) for an instance in PARITY and an instance in Ferry, respectively. 6 All experiments reported were conducted on a computer with Intel(R) Core(TM)2 CPU 6400 @ 2.13GHz and with 2GB of memory, under Linux. 7 http://www.satlib.org/ 8 http://www.lri.fr/∼simon/contest/results/ In Table 1 , for each of the two algorithms Hybrid and RSAP S, we report the average coefficient of variation of distribution of clause weights (coefficient of variation = standard deviation / mean value) ("cv") and the average division of the maximum clause weight by the average clause weight ("div"), over all search steps, for clause weights defined by Breakout. All reported values are then averaged over 100 runs (M axtries = 100). A run is successful if an algorithm finds a solution within a cutoff (M axsteps). The success rate of an algorithm is the number of successful runs divided by M axtries. We also report success rates ("suc"). Moreover, in the last row for each group ("avg") in this table, we present the average of the values in each column, for each algorithm, over all instances. Generally speaking, the distribution of clause weights defined by Breakout reflects the history of the attractions of clauses for local searches towards local minima. If clauses in a small subset have drawn local searches towards local minima much more frequently than other clauses, the weights of these clauses should be much higher than those of others and the coefficient of variation of distribution of clause weights should be high. Otherwise, all clauses should have approximately equal weights, and the coefficient of variation of distribution of clause weights should be low. That is, the higher the coefficient of variation is, the more clause weights far from the mean value exist, the more unbalanced cause weights are, and the less well diversified, in terms of clause weights, the search is.
According to Table 1 , the distributions of clause weights of PARITY are more balanced than the distributions of clause weights of Ferry, both for Hybrid and for RSAP S, meaning that when solving the Ferry instances, some clauses in the Ferry instances frequently draw local searches towards local minima so that the searches for Ferry are less diversified than those for PARITY. Nevertheless, with its own powerful clause weighting techniques, RSAP S diversifies the search better than does Hybrid. As a result, the distributions of clause weights in the searches of RSAP S are more balanced for each of the two classes of instance than the distributions of clause weights in the searches of Hybrid.
As shown in Table 1 , the average success rate of Hybrid on PARITY is 1.00, suggesting that when the distributions of clause weights are generally balanced, Hybrid, which does not use clause weighting techniques, exhibits good performance. However, the average success rate of Hybrid on Ferry is only 0.02, suggesting that when the distributions of clause weights are generally unbalanced, the performance of Hybrid is poor. Conversely, RSAP S exhibits very good performance on Ferry but poor performance on PARITY. Therefore, the experimental results in this table indicate that an algorithm should ignore clause weights and concentrate on intensifying the search if clause weights are generally balanced, and that an algorithm should use clause weighting techniques, such as those introduced in RSAP S, to diversify the search to prevent a local search from being drawn towards the same local minima otherwise.
According to Table 1 , on PARITY, the averages of the values for div in RSAP S and Hybrid are 7.26 and 126.46, respectively, while on Ferry, the averages of the values for div in RSAP S and Hybrid are 15.66 and 2800.57, respectively. That is, the maximum clause weight on Ferry usually deviates from the average clause weight to a greater degree than does the maximum clause weight on PARITY. Therefore, the results in this table suggest that, similar to the coefficient of variation of distribution of clause weights, the division of the maximum clause weight by the average clause weight also indicates whether clause weights are balanced. In fact, calculating the division is not time-consuming, but calculating the coefficient of variation is.
A New Switching Criterion
We propose a new switching criterion. Additionally, we introduce a new local search algorithm that uses this criterion along with another switching criterion.
Evenness or Unevenness of Distribution of Clause Weights
Assume that δ is a number and δ > 1. If the maximum clause weight is at least δ times as high as the average clause weight, the distribution of clause weights is considered uneven, and the step is called an uneven step in terms of clause weights. Otherwise, the distribution of clause weights is considered even, and the step is called an even step in terms of clause weights. An uneven distribution and an even distribution of clause weights correspond to the situations in which clause weights are unbalanced and balanced, respectively. We use an uneven or an even distribution of clause weights as a means to determine whether a search is undiversified in a step in terms of clause weights.
Algorithm N CV W
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed switching criterion, we apply it together with another switching criterion, namely the evenness or non-evenness of the distribution of variable weights proposed in [16] , to heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT +, heuristic RSAP S, and heuristic V W . The resulting local search algorithm, which switches among these three heuristics according to these two criteria, is called N CV W (Non-, Clause, and Variable Weighting).
N CV W exploits the information about the structure of an instance when choosing a variable to flip by first examining the distribution of variable weights of this instance and then examining the distribution of clause weights of this instance. This algorithm adaptively switches among heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT +, heuristic RSAP S, and heuristic V W in every search step according to the distributions of variable and clause weights, to intensify or diversify the search when necessary. When the distribution of variable weights is uneven, i.e., when a search is undiversified in terms of variable weights, N CV W uses heuristic V W to choose a variable to flip to diversify the search by using variable weights. Otherwise, N CV W selects a variable to flip according to heuristic RSAP S or heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT +, depending on whether the distribution of clause weights is uneven. If the distribution of clause weights is uneven, i.e., if a search is undiversified in terms of clause weights, N CV W uses heuristic RSAP S to select a variable to flip to diversify the search by using clause weights; otherwise, i.e., if a search is diversified in terms of both variable and clause weights, N CV W uses heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT + to select a variable to flip to intensify the search. N CV W is described in Fig. 1 . In this figure, f N CV W has its own parameters γ, δ, and π, which are used to choose one heuristic from N CV W 's constituent heuristics in every step. Parameter γ determines whether the distribution of variable weights is uneven, δ determines whether the distribution of clause weights is uneven, and π represents a threshold for average clause weight.
In algorithm N CV W , heuristic RSAP S is used both for gathering information about the distribution of clause weights and for selecting a variable to flip when the distribution of clause weights is uneven. In this algorithm, the n variables of an instance are represented as n integers from 0 to n − 1. When N CV W uses heuristic RSAP S and when this heuristic returns −1, N CV W performs a null flip and updates clause weights in the same way as does RSAP S. To avoid frequent time-consuming clause weight updating, N CV W does not update clause weights if it uses heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT + or heuristic V W . N CV W uses Formula 1 to update variable weights after it selects any heuristic from its three constituent heuristics and after N CV W performs a nonnull flip. if (heuristic = "RSAP S") 17:
then if (y = −1) then update clause weights, max cw, and ave cw; 18: return Solution not found;
Fig. 1. Algorithm N CV W
We have three objectives in N CV W . The first objective is to ensure that every variable in a SAT instance has an approximately equal chance of being flipped to diversify the search in terms of variable weights, i.e., to ensure that the distribution of variable weights is even. When the distribution of variable weights is uneven, N CV W chooses heuristic V W to balance variable weights. Whether the distribution of variable weights is even is determined at line 7 using the condition (max vw ≥ γ × ave vw), in which parameter γ > 1.0, in Fig. 1 .
The second objective is to avoid the same local minima or to avoid exploring the same regions in the search space, i.e., to ensure that the distribution of clause weights is even. Since N CV W updates clause weights only when heuristic RSAP S is used to choose a variable to flip, parameter π, which represents a threshold for average clause weight ave cw, is introduced. When the distribution of variable weights is even, N CV W chooses heuristic RSAP S to build up the distribution of clause weights whenever the average clause weight is lower than parameter π. When the average clause weight is higher than π, clause weights are considered meaningful to determine whether the distribution of clause weights is even, and heuristic RSAP S is chosen to balance the distribution of clause weights and to diversify the search in terms of clause weights if the distribution of clause weights is uneven. This building up of distribution of clause weights and this balancing of distribution of clause weights are realized through line 10 using the condition ((ave cw ≤ π) or (max cw ≥ δ × ave cw)), in which parameter δ > 1.0, in Fig. 1 .
The third objective is to intensify the search when the distributions of both variable and clause weights are even. In this case, the search is considered diversified in terms of both variable and clause weights, and heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT + is used to intensify the search.
N CV W is an example that uses the proposed switching criterion along with the switching criterion proposed in [16] . These switching criteria can be used in other local search algorithms that combine intensification strategies with diversification strategies.
Evaluation
We present the default values of parameters in N CV W . Moreover, we evaluate N CV W on a wide range of instances and justify the switching strategy in N CV W .
Groups of Instances
We evaluate N CV W on 11 groups of benchmark SAT problems (36 instances shown in Table 2 ). They generally consist of hard problems from those widely used to evaluate local search algorithms in the literature and constitute a wide range of instances, including structured instances, instances from the industrial and crafted categories in a SAT competition benchmark, and hard random instances. Due to space limits, we do not present the performance of algorithms on the instances that are easy for most algorithms discussed in this paper. Structured problems come from the SATLIB repository and the SAT 2005 competition benchmark. The structured problems from SATLIB include instances in ais, blocksworld, Beijing, GCP, PARITY, and QG. The structured problems from the SAT 2005 competition benchmark include instances from the industrial category and instances from the crafted category. The former consist of f*3995, f*3997, f*3999, f*4001, and f*4003 in Ferry. The latter consist of g*1334, g*1337, g*1339, g*1340, and g*1341 in grid-pebbling/sat, and p*1318, p*1319, p*1320, p*1321, and p*1322 in random-pebbling/sat. Random problems come from the SAT 2007 competition benchmark, 9 and they are hard problems, including *v10000*03, *v10000*04, *v10000*05, *v10000*06, and *v10000*10 in 3SAT/v10000, and *v1100*04, *v1100*06, *v1100*08, *v1100*10, and *v1100*14 in 5SAT/v1100.
Each instance is executed 100 times (M axtries = 100). As shown in Table 2 , the search step cutoff (M axsteps) for each instance is set to a fixed value, to ensure that at least one algorithm discussed achieves a success rate greater than 50% in order to calculate median number of search steps and median run time based on these 100 runs. We report success rates ("suc"), median numbers of search steps ("#steps"), and median run times ("time") in seconds. If an algorithm cannot achieve a success rate greater than 50% on an instance within the specified cutoff, we use "> M axsteps" (greater than M axsteps) and "n/a" to denote the median number of search steps and median run time, respectively. Results in bold indicate the best results for an instance.
Default Values of Parameters in N CV W
Like V W , N CV W updates variable weights using Formula 1. To adapt to N CV W , which is set up to solve a wide range of instances, parameter s in this formula is fixed to 0.0. When s is 0.0, the weight of a variable is just a counter of the number of flips of this variable. Conversely, in V W , s is adjusted during the search (s > 0.0). That is, N CV W does not smooth variable weights while V W does. This non-smoothing of variable weights makes uneven distributions of variable weights and even distributions of variable weights more distinguishable.
In addition to its own parameters γ, δ, and π, N CV W has all parameters from its constituent heuristics. According to our experiments, on a wide range of instances, N CV W with (γ, δ, π, s, wp) = (7.5, 3.0, 15.0, 0.0, 0.05) (wp is from RSAP S) exhibits generally good performance. Thus, in N CV W , the default values of γ, δ, π, s, and wp are (γ, δ, π, s, wp) = (7.5, 3.0, 15.0, 0.0, 0.05). For the other parameters in N CV W from its constituent heuristics, N CV W adaptively adjusts these parameters as do the constituent heuristics or uses the same default values as do the constituent heuristics.
Comparison of Performance
We compare the performance of N CV W , adaptG 2 W SAT +, RSAP S, and V W on the 11 groups of instances (36 instances) in Table 2 , and compare the performance of N CV W , gN ovelty+, adaptG 2 W SAT 0, and Hybrid on these instances in Table 3. The source code of adaptG 2 W SAT +, gN ovelty+, and adaptG 2 W SAT 0 was downloaded from http://www.satcompetition.org/, and that of RSAP S was downloaded from http://www.satlib.org/ubcsat/. The source code of V W was obtained from the organizer of the SAT 2005 competition. When experimenting with these algorithms, we do not change the ways in which these algorithms adaptively adjust their parameters and do not change the default values of the other parameters in these algorithms either.
According to our experiments, the 36 instances include those that, for N CV W , usually lead to the following four combinations of the distributions of variable and clause weights: the distributions of both variable and clause weights are even, the distributions of variable weights are even while the distributions of clause weights are uneven, the distributions of variable weights are uneven while the distributions of clause weights are even, and the distributions of both variable and clause weights are uneven. Specifically, for N CV W , the instances in PARITY and 5SAT/v1100 generally result in even distributions of both variable and clause weights. The instances in Ferry and QG usually lead to even distributions of variable weights but uneven distributions of clause weights. The instances g*1340 and g*1341 in grid-pebbling/sat usually result in uneven distributions of variable weights but even distributions of clause weights. The instances in blocksworld and Beijing generally lead to uneven distributions of both variable and clause weights.
According to Table 2 , within the specified cutoffs, N CV W is generally effective on these 11 groups. Conversely, within the designated cutoffs, adaptG 2 W SAT +, RSAP S, and V W are effective on only 6, 4, and 6 groups, respectively. n/a 0.00 > 10 9 n/a 1.00 51325928 70.1 *v10000*04 10 9 0.78 445825231 703.0 0.12 > 10 9 n/a 0.00 > 10 9 n/a 1.00 73729009 99.9 *v10000*05 10 n/a *v1100*14 10 9 1.00 48218593 205.9 1.00 56308880 166.8 0.00 > 10 9 n/a 0.02 > 10 9 n/a N CV W exhibits good performance on qg7-13 although adaptG 2 W SAT +, RSAP S, V W all show poor performance on this instance. There are two reasons for this good performance. First, like adaptG 2 W SAT +, N CV W conducts preprocessing using unit propagation to simplify an instance before searching. Second, N CV W usually chooses heuristic RSAP S automatically to select a variable to flip for the simplified qg7-13 because this simplified qg7-13 results in even distribution of variable weights and uneven distribution of clause weights, and heuristic RSAP S is effective on the simplified qg7-13 although this heuristic is not effective on the original qg7-13.
As shown in Table 3 , within the specified cutoffs, N CV W is generally effective on these 11 groups of instances while gN ovelty+, adaptG 2 W SAT 0, and Hybrid are effective on only 3, 5, and 8 groups, respectively. 
Justification for Switching Strategy Used in N CV W
To justify the proposed switching strategy used in N CV W , we implement two other switching strategies in two algorithms N CV W dif f and N CV W rand, which are described as follows. If the distribution of variable weights is uneven or the distribution of clause weights is uneven, N CV W dif f chooses a variable to flip according to heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT +. Otherwise, i.e., if the distributions of both variable and clause weights are even, N CV W dif f first randomly selects a heuristic from heuristic RSAP S and heuristic V W , and then chooses a variable to flip according to the randomly selected heuristic. In each search step, N CV W rand randomly selects a heuristic from heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT +, heuristic RSAP S, and heuristic V W , and then uses this randomly selected heuristic to choose a variable to flip. n/a 0.14 > 10 Table 4 , we compare the performance of N CV W , N CV W dif f , and N CV W rand on the hardest instances in the 11 groups for most algorithms discussed in this paper. Within the specified cutoffs, N CV W is generally effective on these 11 instances, but N CV W dif f and N CV W rand are effective on only 6 and 7 instances, respectively.
Conclusion
We have proposed a new switching criterion: the evenness or unevenness of the distribution of clause weights. We apply this criterion, along with another switching criterion, to heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT +, heuristic RSAP S, and heuristic V W . The resulting algorithm, which combines intensification strategies with diversification strategies, is called N CV W (Non-, Clause, and Variable Weighting). Experimental results show that N CV W is generally effective on a wide range of instances whereas adaptG 2 W SAT +, RSAP S, V W , gN ovelty+, adaptG 2 W SAT 0, and Hybrid are not.
